Beacon Certified Programmer I- Positions Available
Salary range: Varies by Employer, DOE

FT/PT positions: Positions for qualified Beacon Certified Programmers are available. The positions available are for either full time or part time employment with Decipher or one of our Clients familiar with the Beacon Platform. Availability to pick up additional hours as necessary depending on the projects is required. Once hired a schedule can be created to match your availability.

The Programmer will be chiefly responsible for everything related to programming marketing research projects. These research projects are typically one day to one week in duration and often require Programmer to work with numerous programming languages. Consequently, the Programmer works in a fast paced environment where new projects and challenges are presented often. Beyond excellent programming aptitude, this profession involves daily interaction and coordination with internal departments and requires excellent written and oral communication skills. The Programmer I position is an entry level programming position and offers an excellent opportunity for qualified employees to grow with the company.

The following skills and experiences are necessary to be successful in this role…

About you: You are a highly motivated individual that works well in a team environment, yet is able to work autonomously and take individual initiative. You have exceptional time management and multi-tasking skills. You are detail-oriented and well organized. You are results oriented – a driver of projects, gets things done, with a “can-do” attitude. Completion of the Beacon Certification program is a plus!

Qualified candidates should have:
- Intermediate level skills with Python (or other languages), XML, HTML, Javascript, CSS
- Ability to understand logic, identify logic errors, and make logic recommendations
- Critical thinking and problem-solving skills
- Strong aptitude for programming
- Excellent attention to detail
- Strong grasp of English language (grammar)
- Ability to follow standards and practices
- Strong communication skills
- Must have experience in Market Research
- Must be eligible to work in the United States
- Beacon Certification (recommended)

Decipher
A marketing research service and software provider, Decipher specializes in online survey programming, data collection, and data reporting. Decipher's research software suite provides users with the ability to program their own surveys, monitor data collection progress, analyze data and automate data report production. Our innovative solution is an industry first, resulting in tremendous time savings and labor costs for market researchers while significantly increasing the accuracy and quality of research reporting.

The self-motivation and positive energy of the individuals that continually join our team are matched only by the strength and consistency of our company's culture. For the last eleven years, this combination has provided Decipher with solid financial growth team member professional growth.

Decipher is always seeking motivated individuals looking to grow with us. Please check out other opportunities at http://www.decipherinc.com/n/careers.

Not seeing an opportunity that matches your resume? Check out the Beacon Certification program and jump-start your career today!